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MONTH IN REVIEW
May 2019: Stubborn Fed Digs In

ECONOMICS

Investors expected the FOMC to signal openness to a rate cut at the May 1 FOMC
meeting, but Jay Powell said he saw no immediate need to shift rates higher or lower.
The primary reason is the Fed saw low Q1 inflation as temporary. Reporters barraged
the Chair with questions about cuts at the post-meeting press conference, citing
lower inflation, slowing growth, and an inverted yield curve. He brushed back all,
carefully avoiding even saying the word “cut.”
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President Trump surprised markets twice during the month. First, by tweeting plans to
increase tariff rates and extend them on remaining Chinese imports. The timing of the
tweet was equally surprising as it came just before Chinese Premier Liu He planned
to visit the US for a final round of talks. After the tweet, the US said the Chinese had
reneged on several key issues already negotiated into the deal. Second, on May 30,
after the market closed, he tweeted plans to impose a 5% tariff on Mexican imports.
The S&P 500 fell 6.8%, and US 10-year Treasuries fell 37bps over the month.
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Despite 25% tariffs on high tech machinery and 10% on $200b other goods,
imports from China increased to $540b and US exports decreased to $120b in
2018. On May 5, President Trump announced tariff increases from 10% to 25%
on $200b of goods. Beijing retaliated by announcing tariff increases to 10%,
20% and 25% on $60b of previously announced US imports.
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Retail sales in China slowed to a 7.1% year-over-year pace in April, its weakest
since 2003. Consumer goods fell with cosmetics and autos leading the slowdown.
Clothing sales also fell for the first time since 2009, as falling export orders led
firms to reduce staff.
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Tariffs on Mexican goods will disrupt food choices more than Chinese tariffs. The
US imported $7.1b of fruits & nuts and $6.4b of vegetables in 2018 with tomatoes
accounting for $2.1b worth. A 17.5% tariff on Mexican tomato imports went into
effect May 7, which is a separate issue from the 5% tariff Trump announced May
30. The latter is structured to get Mexico to cooperate with US efforts to stop
migrant caravans coming though Mexico to the US.
Disclosures are on the

Exports to Mexico are largely comprised of US automakers exporting
components into Mexico for vehicle integration. These components, however,
often trade back-and-forth across the border as they are assembled in Mexico
and shipped back to the US, which means the same goods could be subject to
multiple rounds of tariff duties.
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5/1: ISM mfg falls to 2.5-yr low.

5/23: Markit Flash US PMI falls to 10-yr
low of 50.6 as slowing manufacturing
spreads to service sector.

5/22: PM Theresa May announces
June 7 resignation, sterling drops.

5/28: EU
parliamentary
elections.
Centrists big
losers, while
"leave" and
"remain" parties
big winners.
Gridlock likely.
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5/30: Pres Trump
tweets US will
impose 5% tariff on
Mexico imports,
which will gradually
increase to 25% until
"illegal migrants
coming through
Mexico...STOP."
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5/29: ECB warns US-China trade issue biggest threat to global growth; also warns Italian debt may be unsustainable.

5/15: German & EU GDP rebounds in Q1; rises
0.4% q/q after weak Q4, assuaging recession.

5/15: China data show
slowdown, new lows in
retail sales and industrial
production growth.

5/13: China increases
tariffs rates on US imports.

5/22: FOMC member James
Bullard says "I am concerned
we may have slightly
overdone it with our Dec rate
hike but I was pleased that
the committee pivoted."

5/15: Retail sales fall 0.2%
m/m on tighter car financing
terms, weak income growth.

5/14: Stocks bounce on Trump tweets upcoming
discussions with Chinese will be "very successful."

5/5: Pres Trump tweets over weekend:
"For 10 mos, China has been paying Tariffs to the USA of 25% on $50b of High
Tech, and 10% on $200b of other goods...The 10% will go up to 25% on Friday.
$325b of addl goods...remain untaxed, but will be shortly at a rate of 25%."

5/8: Chinese Premier
Liu He visits DC despite
unlikelihood of deal.

5/7: Treasuries rally
on fears of no
China-US trade deal.

5/1: FOMC press conference
suggests FOMC unwilling to cut
rates despite lower inflation.

5/2: Factory
orders rise to
2.1% vs 1.5%
est; durable
goods orders
revised up
from prelim
2.3% to 2.7%.

5/3: Non-mfg ISM falls
to August 2016 low.

5/1: Auto sales plunge.
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5/15: Retail sales
fall 0.2% m/m but
up 0.5% over 3-mo
on annualized basis.
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5/22: Target
shares rise 9%
after reporting
4.8%
comparable
sales growth,
beating 4.1%
exp rise.
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5/23: "Current conditions" are
not right for G20 mtg between
Presidents Xi & Trump, the South
China Morning Post reports.

5/23: Chipolte
falls 6% after
investors foresee
increased costs &
overly optimistic
margins.

5/21: Big
retailers
Nordstrom,
Kohl's, and JC
Penney fall on
disappointing
sales.

5/20:
Trump
offers 3-mo
license to
firms doing
business
with
Huawei.
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5/15: Tech firms fall after Trump
authorizes Comm. Sec. Wilbur
Ross to block transactions posing
unacceptable risk to US; Ross
prevents US firms from doing
business with Huawei.

5/13: Beijing raises tariffs on
$60b of US imported goods "in
response to US unilateralism &
trade protectionism."

5/7: US tariffs of 17.5% on Mexican
tomato imports go into effect after
Florida tomato industry pressures
Republican lawmakers.

5/7: Tech stocks drop
on China-US trade.

5/16: Walmart beats
earnings & revs; says
will raise prices on
some consumer
goods due to tariffs.

5/17: Trump announces US will remove alum & steel tariffs on Canada & Mexico.

5/7: German factory
orders fall to 2-yr low.

5/6: EU launches
antitrust investigation
into Apple’s music sales.

5/5: Trump tweets tariff
rates on China imports will
rise from 10% to 25% and
will add remaining $325b
to tariff list.

5/1: Powell
indicates no
real chance of
rate cut.
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5/29: US lets
some
countries
continue
limited Iran
oil imports
after Hong
Kong rejects
warnings it
could face
penalties in
assisting
Chinese
owned
tanker
transporting
Iranian oil.
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5/28: Fiat Chrysler shares rise 8%
after proposing $35b merger with
French car mfg Renault, which would
create world's largest auto firm.

5/24: Foot
Locker
shares
plummet
16% on
earnings &
revs miss as
mall traffic
falls & Nike
sells direct
to consumer
online.

5/22:
Qualcomm
shares drop
11% after
judge rules
Qualcomm
unlawfully
stifled
competition.

5/28: Semiconductors &
Caterpillar fall on
China-US trade
concerns and
slowing US
economic growth.
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Data Watch: Key Economic Indicators
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Real personal consumption expenditures fell three-tenths in April. The
contribution from goods was nearly flat, as nondurable goods added 0.06% to
the change and durables took away 0.05%. Services dropped 0.06% over the
month, taking 0.04% from the monthly change.
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Tighter financing & higher energy costs appear to be weighing on sales. April’s
report dropped 0.2% m/m, as building material & garden equipment (-1.9%),
electronics & appliance sales (-1.3%), motor vehicles & parts (-1.1%) led the
drop. Furniture sales were flat. Gas was the single segment posting growth.
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Manufacturing PMI continued to weaken to 52.1 in May led by slower supplier
deliveries and lower inventories. Firms noted negotiations have become the
norm and order cancellations increased in sectors like computer & electronic
products and scientific & technical services.
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Nonfarm payrolls beat 190k consensus adding 263k jobs. Services accounted for
229k jobs, with professional & business (+76k) and education & health services
(+62k) leading. Goods added 34k with construction adding 33k of them. Durables
showed weakness as payrolls have flat-lined since the beginning of the year.
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April’s durable orders were weak. The headline fell 2.1%, which was expected,
but March was revised lower from 2.6% to 1.7%. Excluding transportation,
new orders were unchanged. Excluding defense, new orders were down 2.5%.
Transportation equipment drove the decrease, falling 5.9% from March.
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Nondefense capital goods orders ex-aircraft (core orders) fell 0.9%, while March
was revised from 1.4% to 0.3%. There is more weakness coming as this was an
April report and increases in tariff rates were announced in May. When orders
are less than shipments, as in the past five months, production tends to fall.
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